A century of turbulent cascades and the emergence of 1 multifractal operators 2 4 Key Points: 5 • Cascades have been inspiring for nonlinear geophysics for a century and have led 6 to multifractals. 7 • New developments on cascade generators were needed for vectors to bridge the gap 8 between potentials and applications. 9 • Gauss-Clifford and Lévy-Clifford generators combine statistical universality and 10 robust algebraic properties.
break into smaller ones in a self-similar manner and their content (the energy flux density for turbulent cascades) is forwarded to the daughter structures via random multipliers. This 2D representation can be understood as a 2D cut of a 3D process. Adapted from (Schertzer & Lovejoy, 1988) .
where f (x, t) is the forcing, p(x, t)the pressure, ρ(x, t) the fluid density, ν its viscosity)].
106
The main differences between various approaches are that the viscosity is taken as zero 107 (Parisi & Frisch, 1985) , rescaled to preserve a constant Reynolds number (Sedov, 1993) 108 or rescaled like an eddy-viscosity (Schertzer et al., 1997) as presently done in Eq.1. In-∆ i n of size L/λ n (n ∈ N , λ n = λ n 1 ,i ∈ [[1, λ n ]] d , where [[a, b] ] is the interval of all in-ε n (x) = µε n (x)ε n−1 (x)
with the help of the multiplicative increment µε n whose step function structure:
generates in fact that of ε n (Eq.2). Its components µε i n are usually assumed to be iden-136 tically and independently distributed (i.i.d.) random scalars, as well as to be indepen-137 dent of the variables ε i n , i.e. they are independent realisations of a given random vari- Despite their caricatural geometry, these models were helpful to get some key in-140 sights that we do not aim to fully review. Let us just mention that the convergence of 
ε n is said to be 'conservative'. It requires the necessary, but not sufficient condition: 144 E[µε n ] = 1 (7)
Let us emphasise that despite the simplicity of the step functions involved at each cas-
where the γ i n , similarly to the µε i n , are identically and independently distributed, i.e. they 164 are independent realisations of a given random variable γ:
An important property of the cascade generator Γ n is that its first characteristic 
where K Γn (q) is the second characteristic functions (in the Laplace sense). These func-169 tions are also called respectively the moment and cumulant generating functions (still 170 in the Laplace sense), whereas it is more usual to use the Fourier transform (that intro-171 duces a i prefactor in the right hand side of the first equality of Eq.12). The mutual in-172 dependence of the γ i n yields a logarithmic divergence of the generator Γ n with respect 173 to the scale ratio λ n : 174 K Γn (q) = log(λ n )K γ (q) (13) and the scaling of the statistical moments of the energy flux density:
more precisely its multiscaling as soon as the scaling moment function K γ (q) is nonlin-176 ear. The γ i n are called singularities because they correspond to the rate of (algebraic) 177 divergence of the energy flux density ε n with respect to the scale ratio λ n . There are stronger 178 properties resulting from the facts that Z Γn (q) is the Laplace transform of the proba-179 bility distribution and that a power-law is transformed into a power-law by a Laplace 180 transform or its inverse. These properties yield (see for instance Schertzer and Lovejoy 181 (2011)) a scaling law for the probability distribution of the energy flux density ε n :
where the function c(γ) is a (statistical) codimension, as it could be understood with the 183 help of a frequency interpretation of the probability:
184
where the number (#) of eddies having an energy flux density ε i n greater than λ γ n has 185 a fractal dimension D(γ) and d is the dimension of the embedding space.
186
With the help of these definitions, it is straightforward to establish that the du-187 ality of the statical moments and the probability distribution with respect to the Laplace 188 transform yields a duality of moment orders and singularities with respect to the invo-189 lutive Legendre function:
This property was first underlined by Parisi and Frisch (1985) in the context of deter-191 ministic multifractals, a context that requires some ad-hoc hypotheses that are not nec-192 essary for stochastic multifractals. When both c(γ) and K(q) are differentiable, the pre-193 vious equations can be rewritten like:
This expression will be derived in the more general context of Clifford operators (Eqs.60, 200 94). The Legendre transform between K(q) and c(γ) (Eq.18) implies that:
i.e., C 1 is both the singularity and the codimension of the mean field. It therefore mea-
202
sures the mean intermittency of the field. On the contrary,
being defined by the convexity of K(q) (of c(γ) as well) and it therefore measures the 204 variability of the intermittency with respect to the statistical order q or the singularity 205 γ, hence its multifractality. In particular, the monofractal case of the so-called β-model 206 corresponds to α = 0, which is its lower bound (due to the convexity of K(q)), whereas 207 α = 2 is the upper bound corresponding to a Gaussian generator, as discussed in Sect.7.3.1.
208
Let us now emphasize that continuous in scale cascades are based on the extension 209 to continuous values of the scale ratio λ of two key properties of discrete cascades un-210 derlined above: This quick presentation of discrete cascades (Sect.3.1) points out that they are not 219 a priori limited to (real) scalars, but they require a structure that has both addition and 220 multiplication. Usual vector spaces have only multiplication by scalars, not by vectors.
221
Therefore, there is no multiplicative cascade of ('usual') vectors. This may partly explain 222 the lack of developments of multifractal vectors. A richer mathematical structure is re-223 quired, that of algebra, which are by definition vector spaces possessing also a multipli- as performed by Schertzer and Lovejoy (1995) for a discrete complex cascade applied to 231 a strictly homogeneous 2D flow.
232
However, we have also to note that discrete operator cascades face not only sim-233 ilar limitations to those of discrete scalar cascades, but also some new limitations. In-234 deed, products of one-parameter operators in general do not provide a one-parameter the push forward transform on the dual space of measures or generalized functions µs generated by the pullback transform that maps the space of test functions. It is worthwhile to note that T * λ has the same role with respect to T * ,λ as T λ has with respect to T * λ , although on different spaces.
group. Furthermore, they may not preserve all their degrees of freedom. This is the case 236 for the representation of 3D rotations with the help of Euler angles, where the so-called 237 gimbal lock phenomenon can reduce the degrees of freedom from 3 to 2.
238
To overcome these limitations, Sect.3.2 points out that we have to consider expo-239 nentials of operators rather than their multiplications, in analogy with how scalar val-240 ued continuous cascades were obtained. Before doing this, it is worth to pause and to 241 quickly evaluate what can bring this leap from scalars to operators. A particular nov-242 elty, similar to that at the emergence of quantum physics, is that operators in general 243 do not commute, contrary to scalars. There is therefore no surprise that non-commutative 244 algebra will occupy a central place in the sections that follow, particularly Sect.6, but 245 we have first to define the response of a system to a change of scale. Let ϕ be a field that maps the domain X (e.g., spacetime) into the codomainX 252 (e.g., velocity components), both being either vector spaces or manifolds:
and a scale change operator T λ mapping the domain X into itself. In the simplest case, 254 it corresponds to a contraction/dilation for any given positive scale ratio λ (λ > 1 for 255 a contraction, 0 < λ < 1 for a dilation):
256 ∀x ∈ X :
We will discuss in Sect.5 strongly anisotropic extensions preserving the multiplicative 257 group property with respect to the scale ratio λ :
This equation, as illustrated by Fig.2a , means there are two paths to obtain the same 261 result, a property called 'a commutative diagram'. The response T * λ to T λ is called the The simplest case corresponds to the scale invariance of a (geometric) fractal set 268 A, of indicator function 1 A (Id denotes the identity transform):
One may note that if A has a finite outer scale (e.g., A is compact), one must consider 270 the intersections with a small enough sphere S to eliminate finite side effects. The clas-271 sical definition of a fractal process B(t) with stationary increments (Lamperti, 1962) is 272 rather similar to a structure function but it makes intervene an equality in distribution, 273 therefore for all moments:
which corresponds to:
The scaling exponent H refers to the hydrologist Hurst (Hurst, 1951; Klemes, 1974 ; By duality, the pullback transform generates the push forward transform T * ,λ (see 285 Fig.2b for illustration), which maps into itself the set of (mathematical) measures or gen-286 eralized functions µ, i.e. the dual space C(X,X) of the linear transforms of a given space 287 C(X,X) of continuous test functions ϕ mapping X intoX :
which again corresponds to a commutative diagram ( Fig.2b ). It is worthwhile to note 289 that the pullback transform T * λ acts on C(X,X) as the scale transform T λ does on X:
Due to the strong similarity between T * λ and T * ,λ , we will use the common nota- Figure 3 . These commutative diagrams illustrate how the group property of T λ propagates in a straightforward manner: (a) to the pullback transform T * λ , (b) to the push forward transform T * ,λ , by duality. It is worthwhile to note that the pullback transform T * λ has again a similar role on C(X,X) as the scale transform T λ on X. shapes of atmospheric eddies with stratification at large scales larger than the sphero-scale and convection at smaller scales (adapted from (Schertzer et al., 2012) 
It is worthwhile to note that the renormalization group approach (Wilson, 1971) 298 and its variants defines transformations similar toT λ by a decimation process (i.e. re-299 ducing the degrees of freedom of a system) rather than by a (geometric) change of scale. (Schertzer & Lovejoy, 1983 , 1985a , 1985b Schertzer et al., 2012) . The correspond-317 ing anisotropic metric . is illustrated by Fig.4 that displays balls B defined by it:
whereas the corresponding balls defined by the Euclidean metric |·| will be self-similar 319 spheres. Despite this strong difference, both metrics have the common properties of non 320 degeneracy, non negativeness:
and homogeneity, although no longer limited to isotropic changes of scale:
However, the triangular inequality (or sub-additivity property) is no longer required 323 for the generalized scale · , but only the weaker property of ball embedding (Schertzer 324 et al., 1999) ):
The simplest case of Generalized Scale Invariance corresponds to that of linear GSI, 326 where the scale transform is a multiplicative group generated by a given matrix G (= 327 Id, for isotropic scaling): 
that obviously satisfies the homogeneity property (Eq.35).
334
Equation 38 illustrates that, like for classical norms, generalized scales can corre-335 spond to the same scale transform, without being necessarily equivalent. The notion of 336 equivalence between two generalized scales · 1 and · 2 remains the same as for clas-337 sical norms: tively. These properties are summarized by:
where 1 denotes the identity application, I is therefore a square root of the negative iden- 
where {., .} and [., .] respectively denote the anti-commutator and the commuta-
The commutator is a particular case of the celebrated Lie bracket of a Lie algebra.
371
The previously highlighted properties of (I, J, K) show that:
372
• two among these three operators are sufficient to generate (by composition) the below. Indeed, a real Clifford algebra Cl p,q (R) is generated by n operators e i that are 410 orthogonal (with respect to the anti-commutator (Eq.44), whose p square to the posi-411 tive identity (+1) and q to its negative counterpart (−1). The symbol q is classical for 412 Clifford algebra, but will be used only in this section in this sense to avoid any confu-413 sion with the (also) classical use of the same symbol for the statistical moment order in 414 other sections. The operators e i define therefore a quadratic form of signature (p, q), with 415 p + q = n, for any operator generated by the operators e i such that:
For instance, the algebra of the pseudo-quaternions H is isomorphic to the linear 417 algebra l(2, R) of 2×2 real matrices spanned by 1, I, J and K (Eq.45) and can be gen- (Schertzer & Tchiguirinskaia, 2018) ).
-15-of the quaternions H, spanned by 1 2 , I 2 , J 2 and K 2 (Eq.47), univocally corresponds to 421 Cl 0,2 (R), although it can be generated by V = {I 2 , J 2 }, {J 2 , K 2 } or {K 2 , I 2 }, but all 422 these spaces have the same signature (0, 2). One may note the simpler examples: Cl 0,0 (R) 423 is isomorphic to R (V = ∅, no vector, only scalars), Cl 0,1 (R) to C (a unique generat-424 ing vector I, which squares to 1, V = {I}), Cl 1,0 (R) seems to be non classical (gener-425 ated by V = J or K). Based on its generation, it is straightforward to demonstrate that 426 the dimension of the Cl p,q (R) algebra is :
It will be useful in what follows to consider the extension Q v of the initial quadratic 428 form Q over the vector part of the whole algebra Cl p,q (R): (50) and its signature (p v , q v ) (n v = 2 n −1 due to Eq.49), which is univocal contrary to the 430 signature (p, q) of the generating algebra, as discussed above. For instance, (p v , q v ) =
431
(2, 1) for H (with (p, q) = (2, 0) or (1, 1)) , (p v , q v ) = (0, 3) for H (with (p, q) = (0, 2)).
432
It is sometimes useful to also consider the extension of this quadratic form on the 'scalar We now discuss in more detail the questions of (infinitesimal) rotations and geodesics.
438
It is convenient to introduce the terminology of unitary operator for square roots of ei- cone defined by the nilpotent operators (also called isotropic) that square to zero (u 2 = 449 0). The exponential series expansion is then limited to its first two terms: 450 u 2 = 0 : (exp(uθ)) α = 1 + αθu (53)
This 'sub-generator' is then fractionally integrated to obtain a generator with a resolu-502 tion logarithm divergence (Eq.13): rameters e and f to be determined to obtain a scaling/group property:
This fractional integration can be discretised in the following manner:
Due to the fact that variances of independent variables just add:
Considering the limit δ → 0 we obtain (in fact, we are mimicking the classical Ito cal-511 culus):
where ∂B 1 is the d−1 dimensional surface of the unit ball. Selecting the following pref-513 actor e and exponent −f of the Green's function (Eq.63):
and subtracting the centering term C 1 (u) log(λ) yields:
which shows thatT λ is conservative, i.e. its average is the identity:
that generalizes Eq.6. As expected, the scaling moment function K Γ λ,u (q) differs from 517 that of a conservative, scalar multifractal with a Gaussian generator (Eq.19) only by the 518 direction dependency of the codimension C 1 (u) of the mean intermittency (Eq.20).
519
-19-©2020 American Geophysical Union. All rights reserved. We have basically used in the previous section the stability property of Gaussian 522 variables that can be expressed in two slightly different manners that are easily shown 523 to be equivalent:
Indeed, if X is a Gaussian variable with mean µ and variance σ 2 (X ∼ N (µ, σ 2 )), they 526 correspond respectively to 527 c 2 = a 2 + b 2 , d = (a + b − c)µ, c(n) = n 1/2 , d(n) = nµ
This stability is in fact equivalent to the central limit theorem:
i.e. Gaussian variables are attractive for renormalized sums of independent realizations 529 Y (i) (i = 1, n) of a random variable Y having a finite variance σ 2 (therefore a finite mean 530 µ). But, this theorem has been broadly generalized to Pareto variables Y (i) having in-531 finite variance like X, more precisely their common property is that they have a power-532 law tail exponent α ∈ (0, 2):
which is the critical exponent of the statistical moment divergence.
534
Indeed, Gaussian variables are only a very particular case of the large class of the 535 random variables called 'Lévy stable variables' (Lévy, 1925 (Lévy, , 1965 Gnedenko & Kolmogorov, 536 1954; Feller, 1971; Kahane, 1985; Zolotarev, 1986; Duan, 2015) , which are defined by the 
ponential and all its statistical moments therefore converge. Both behaviors correspond 543 to α = ∞ for Eq.74, whereas α = 2 is required for the renormalization (Eqs.71, 72, 544 73). On the contrary, the divergence of moments of the Lévy stable variables has dras-545 tic consequences on their characteristic functions because of the trivial inequalities for 546 any non negative random variable X:
which shows that the characteristic function Z X (q) is infinite for any statistical order 548 q > 0 for any random variable X with a finite power-law tail exponent α for its non 549 negative values (Eq.74 for max(X, 0) instead of |X|). This is due to presence of jumps 550 Y (i) whose intensity is Pareto distributed (i.e. has a power-law distribution with an ex-551 ponent α ∈ (0, 2)). Only asymmetrical Lévy stable laws can therefore be used (Schertzer 552 & Lovejoy, 1987; Fan, 1989; Brax & Pechanski, 1991; Schertzer & Lovejoy, 1997) 
where N is the number of jumps with a Poisson distribution of parameter µ (its mean, 559 as well as its variance and all other cumulants), i.e. with the probability and character-560 istic functions as follows: 561 P (N = n) = exp(−µ) µ n n! , Z N (q) = exp(K N (q)), K N (q) = µ(exp(q) − 1)
It yields in a rather straightforward manner:
with the choice d(N ) = µ (to be justified below). Having only negative jumps Y (i) (0 < 563 α < 2 and y = −y):
The last equality is obtained with the help of two successive integrations by parts and 565 the choice d(N ) = µ that corresponds to a regulation of e −qy by the two first terms of 566 its expansion to prevent the divergence of the integral at y = 0 for α < 2. It also es-567 tablish the relation between the average density of jumps µ and the corresponding codi-568 mension C 1 of the mean intermittency (Γ E denotes the Euler gamma function):
both being non negative for α ∈ (0, 2), see Fig.8 . Γ E (−α) has simple poles for non-negative 570 integer values of α and yields:
The behavior of ρ(α) for α nearby 2 just confirms that the density of jumps smoothly 572 vanishes for α → 2. One may note that before Schertzer and Lovejoy (1987) due to the (strict) linearity of stability (Eq.70 with d = 0), which applies both to the 585 vectors X (1) , X (2) , X and their components X
u , X u , as well as the equality be-586 tween their respective characteristic functions (either Laplace or Fourier, the latter adds 587 only a i prefactor to the scalar product):
Furthermore, the equality of characteristic functions is equivalent to equality in distri-589 bution. Because the fundamental direction vector is qu in Eq.83, the characteristic func-590 tions Z Xu (q) and K Xu (q) are invariant under the change of sign of both q and u: tegrates all the projections of radial (1D) sums of these jumps (Eq.80) along directions 609 v's, which are distributed according to a measure µ that is discrete or continuous. Σ(N ) 610 and Σ(N ) u have therefore the second characteristic functions as follow:
with a straightforward generalization of Eq.81 to the relation of the jump density µ(dv) 612 and the codimension C 1 of the mean intermittency: 
and where a section A > 1 of the cone A > is:
One may note that any isotropic/idempotent vectors e belong to their orthogonal set e ⊥ , 622 and therefore require a refined analysis. 
where each half space H(e i ) (Eq.91) contains the vector Q v (e i )e i and is limited by the 642 'hyper-plane' e ⊥ i orthogonal to e i . Their intersection defines the (hyper) cube C(B) whose 643 edges are the semi-axes Q v (e i )e i , still due to Eq.91. Schertzer and Tchiguirinskaia (2015, 644 2018) suggested such a (hyper-) cube, but we presently derived it in a rigorous manner 645 taking fully into account the signature of the quadratic form Q v . For instance, each of 646 the 4 quarts of the plane generated by a pair of vectors (e i , e j ) correspond to a config-647 uration C({e i , e j }) for a given signature(Q v (e i ), Q v (e j )) and the 3D figure 8 of Schertzer 648 and Tchiguirinskaia (2018) presents C({e i , e j , e k }) for the signature (+1, +1, +1).
649
Due to the orthogonality of the vector basis B, Eq.87, a cascade based on it reduces 650 Eq.87 to a series (e i ∈ B) of scalar equations all identical to Eq.77:
651
K Σ(N )e i (q) = µ(e i ) ∞ 0 (e −qy − 1 + qy)y −α dy y = C 1 (e i ) q α α − 1
with the exception of the prefactor µ(e i ) that remain related to C 1 (e i ) through Eq.81.
u ∈ A > i : K Σ(N )u (q) As mentioned in the abstract, this paper was motivated by a relative dissatisfac-leagues of the Hydrology Meteorology and Complexity lab (HM&Co). They also thank the two anonymous referees for stimulating, constructive comments.
